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01/05/2012 25:00 1173 We've all heard the predictions that the world will end in 2012; there 
have been movies, books and more than enough TV shows on the 
topic. What if, instead of the end of the world, 2012 marked the start of 
the era of women? It would mean a shift in perspective, and a new 
definition of power. Plus, we'll hear about one of the few ancient 
women poets whose name is remembered, and jumping the fire for the 
New Year. 

01/12/2012 25:00 1174 Winter's arrived and many animals are finally taking a long winter's 
nap, but there are fears about the future of one of them. Plus 
reflections on the rural life in the cold season; and why how much you 
ate today isn't nearly as important as how you feel. 

01/19f2012 25:00 1175 Sometimes too much information is just enough. This week on 51 %, 
we'll hear how it started with the Vagina Monologues and how it's 
growing into something completely new. Plus we'll learn about a royal 
woman whose true story is finally being told. 

01/26/2012 25:00 1176 What can we learn about the president by learning about his mother? 
This week on 51%, we'll talk with the biographer of Ann Dunham. We'll 
, also consider the future of the Occupy Movement, and your new year's 
resolution to lo~e weight. 

02/03/2012 25:00 1177 Coming up this week: There's a new effort to coordinate investment 
with a gender lens, we'll learn how to put investment dollars together 
with businesses that promote women's leadership, and improve the 
quality of life of women and girls. Plus we'll hear about an incredible 
comeback after a life on the assembly line. 

02/09/2012 25:00 1178 Modesty - who's responsible for what you think? This week we'll get 
an update from our woman in Alaska, and hear about an Alaskan town 
that's being forced to move to higher groµnd. 

02/17/2012 25:00 1179 Coming up this week, we'll hear from the experts on heart disease. and 
then learn more about one of the nation's most prominent African 
Americans, Harriet Tubman. 

02/23/2012 25:0Q 1180 Religion is becoming central to the GOP primary race ~ what does it 
mean? We'll talk about a wider issue symbolized by those pink ribbons 
- and hear a voice struggling to sing. 

03/01/2012 25:00 1181 Minimum wage doesn't apply to everyone, and that can mean women 
making less than $3 an hour. We'll talk with the Women's eNews 
reporter working on the story; plus an effort to end child marriage, and 
a house slave who became a poet. 

03/08/2012 25:00 1182 Women's issues are suddenly ground zero in the Conservative battle 
for the future of America. We'll speak with a Virginia legislator who's 
been fighting revisions to that state's laws on reproductive rights; plus 
whatever happened to Wonder Woman? 

03/16/2012 25:00 1183 This week on 51%: Women's rights are at the center of the GOP 
Presidential campaign - should we have seen it coming? Plus, the 
debate's impact on todayls young women. 

25:00 1184 
·• .. -· 
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01/13/12 25:oo 1240 Your bom~s are alive. They are living, growing parts of your body 
that need care from a very early age. On today's Health Show, we'll 
talk to a bone specialist who just wrote the complete book on bone 
health. We'll also hear about a study from the National Institutes of 
Health that looks into the inner workings of bone build-up and break 
down.•And are you the type of person who never forgets a face? If 
so, it's. a sure thing you don't have Prosopagnosia. Don't a1:,k ... we'll 
exolain later. 

01/06/12 2s:oo ' 1241 Ontoday's Health Show we'.11 hear from some veterans .and find out 
how they are getting on with their lives. We'll also hear the story of 
Mark Duxbury ... a former salesman for Johnson and Johnson who 
turned whistle blower and fought to have a billion dollar drug taken 
off the market. 

01/20/12 2s:oo 1242 On this week's Health Show, we'll talk to a man who wrote the book 
on life with kidney dialysis. We'll also learn how transplant patients, 
including kidney transplant patients, could be at increased risk for 
cancer. 

01/27/12 25:00 1243 On today's Health Show ... a look at direct to consumer genetic 
testing. We'll also hear how one family reacted to very different 
genetic test results. Find out jf acting impulsively is in your genes 
And hear about advances in telemedicine in rural areas of the 
country. 

02/03/12 25:00 1244 On today's Health Show, just about everything you need to know 
about Glaucoma. We'll also hear about proposals to make nurses and 
nursing students upgrade their training ... and we'll find out how the 
USDA is trying to upgrade lunch. 

02/10/12 25:00 1245 The latest information available shows one in 110 children 
born will be diagnosed with an autism spectrum disorder ... and the 
education system will need to be ready. On today's Health Show, 
we'll hear about a school in Brooklyn that uses Applied Behavioral 
Analysis to help teach children with autism. We'll also talk about the 
life of Margaret Sanger ... the leading pioneer for birth control in the 
US who's legacy is still controversial. 

02/24/12 25:00 1246 It seems that the human intestines are a pretty amazing system ... one 
that almost operates as a second brain. In fact, what goes on below 
doesn't need much help from above. On today's Health Show, an 
almost joke free tour of the human gut. Then a good news - bad 
news story from the National Institutes of Health about drug use by 
teens in the US ... and we'll visit a farmer who is not letting his 
disability get in the way of a good harvest. 

02/24/12 25:00 1247 On today's Health Show, a conversation with a pair of heart 
specialists who's new book is a complete guide to heart health. We'll 
also welcome back our friend Sandy Daigler, who reminds us that 
weight loss is great for the heart ... now how about the head! 

03/02/12 25:00 1248 On today's Health Show we'll talk to a psychiatric researcher about 
how the brain sometimes goes off on its own ... and how you can 
regain control. Then we'll head to the suburbs of New York City, 
where the Big Apple's new UV water filtration plant is causing 

' 
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"water envy" with its neighbors. And we'll head down the coast a .. bit 
to Baltimore, where some churches are starting to preach a healthy 
message. 

03/09/12 25:00 1249 Many parents are choosing not to have their children vaccinated 
against preventable diseases ... and many states have law1s · making it 
easy for them to opt out.On today's Health.Show; we.'lLhear about 
one state that's trying to Bfomge that. We'll also learn about a much 
rarer disease: amyloidosis. Hear about a new treatment for seizures 
And see hov.r:;Jindu;ig out, you .have a healthy heart may or may not 

.. ,bring you peace of mind. · · 
03/16/12 25:Qo. 1250 ..... .. Qn today'sJlealth Show ... a look at the Dengue fever epidemic in 

. Pakistan an.d thE! chru;icesdt might become a problem in the US. We '11 
alsQ. see how SQnie pe,9,p~~ <o1re trying to bring back a tradition from 
Wodd.WarII:,meatlessMondays. And we'll listen in on a visit with a 

'. -.. seaweed farmer ~ the Netherlands. 
oa123n2 25:00 1251 On today's Health Slloy.i;; WE!'ll air a special documentary from Radio 

•·' Netherlands ab;outthe HIV/AIDS crisis in the comu;ry of Myanmar. 
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01/0~/12 25:00 1112 , To~ay 9ri The Best Of Our Knowledge we'll investigate a high 
. • ' ' i . 

flying theory cmthe.origin of life. We'll also find out why 
'medical students in the African country of Uganda are making 
, choices that· are leading to a shortage of surgeons. And we'll 
spehd an academic minute with a healthy mind and healthy body. 

Oi/04/12 ~5:oo 1111 We talk with higher education reformer, Dr. Bob Zemsky, about 
his riewest book of ideas. Then this week's Academic Minute 

'' '' 
professor.explains how smell boosted the development of larger 
brains ih early ·mammals. And we hear the humorous sound track 
to a video that went viral which asked the question "So You 

\/ ... ',, Want to Get a PHD in the Humanities?" 
01/H3/12 25:QO' 1113 Today on The,BestOfOur Knowledge, we'll talk to: an urban 

,, school teacher and advocate about her Urban Teacher's Journal. 
We'll also hear about the problems facing schools in low income 

' '' areas of Chicago ... and spend an Academic Minute finding out 
,' •• how to deal with·atoxicperson in the workplace .. 

01/25/12 25:00 1114 Today on The Best Of OiJI",Knowledge ... we1ll hear about a 
school in Brooklyn that use~ Applied Behavioral ¼alysis to help 
teach \children with .. autism. We •u also hear ho'Y Educational 

: Collabqratiye in. Massachusetts are coming undet increase 
scrutiny .•. stir µp a little controversy talking about school 

: . choice1 •• a11d, since we're .getting a little political, we'll spend an 
•,: ,i\cademis Minute examining America's perceived shift to the 

right. '' 

02/01/12 25:00 1115 Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll hear from a group 
of middle schoolers who spent last summer pretty much 
searching for life on Mars. We'll c!lsP spend an Ac~d~inicMh:mte 
not quite .thatfar away ... we'll stop at the Moon. For a little sight 
seeing.· 

02/10/12 ·25:oo 1116 ·, Once a year, the president of the United state goes before a 
. jQ{nt se!.'>sion of congress ;to deliver the State Of the Union 

.. ·, Address. :And also once a year, we listen for, Uie parts about 
. education and let you know about it. Today on The Best Of Our 
· Knowledge community colleges react to the president's speech. 
We'll also hear about some small towns plans for consolidating 
school service.s, to try and save money. And then we'll hear how 
English language purists don't stand a chance, ip, modern so,ciety. 

02/15/12 25:00 1117·· Today on The Best: Of Our Knowledge.i. we'll try to find out what 
the heck the neurons in our brains are up to. We'll also hear 
about"student who w1ll be sailing. an historic ship on the, Hudson 

· this. surmner ... and spend an academic niinute brokering a truce 
between man and nature. 

0~/22/12 25:00 1118 Tod~y''on The Best Of Our Knowledge.'..we'll hear how one 
teacher kept her'students calm and safe in the middle of a drug 
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related cross fire. We'll also find out how some California 
libraries are dealing with the budget crisis ... and we'll spend an 
academic minute finding out how. the politics of the 20th century 
made for great children's literature. 

02/29/12 25:06 1119 Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge ... we'll talk to the author 
of the book Lunch Wars, and find out what can be. done to help 
our. kids try to stay fit. We'll also hear how the USDA's :new 
school lunch guidelines are leaving some critics unsatisfied ... and 
we'll spend an academic minute getting sweeter and sweeter. 

03/07/12 25:oo 1120 Working in Chicago in the 1950s, a scientist named Stanley 
Miller condu\:'.ted a now classic experiment that changed the way 
researchers have investigated the origins of life ever since. 
Today on The Best Of .Our Knowledge, we'll be joined by a 
researcher who is building upon Dr. Miller's work. Then we'll 
find out how society reaps an almost ten fold return on mOney 
spend on early education programs. And we'll spend an 
academic minute with the most famous blue haired lady in the 
world · · · 

03/14/12 25:00 1121 Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll .talk to a math 
professor about the state of math education in the US. Then 
we'll hear a story about teachers in the mid-West...and how they 
are getting beaten up in a politically charged climate. And we'll 
spend an· academic minute with words and numbers and see how 
it all turns out. 

03/21/12 25:00 1122 Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll talk to a journalist 
abbut her bbok exploring the way we deal with learning 
disabilities in the US. We'll also visit with the puzzle master, Wil 
Shortz ... the editor of the New York Times crossword puzzle. 
And we'll' spend an academic minute playing some video games. 

09/12/11 25:00 1095 It's back to school! We remember what it was like after 9/11. 
Then we have a, guest essay on Back to School and the End of 
Summer. Also, a group of professionals talk about building safer 
schools. And this week's Academic Minute professor discusses 
the dangers repeated concussions pose to school athletes . 

09/19/11 . 25:00 1096 Do molecules from outer space hold the key to discovering how 
Earth and humans evolved? Then, this week's Academic Minute 
professor explains the similarity between molecules and Legos. . Plus, an educational advocate from Boston's Museum of Science 
talks With us about the importance of diversity in science. 

09/26/11 25:00 1097 New telescopes are opening a new world for scientists to 
explore, helping us learn how planets and people are made. 
Then, this week's Academic Minute professor d.iscusses the 
importance of scale in astronomy. And, our guest essay 
describesl'Going Back to School Via the Solar System." 

10/3/11 25:00 1098 It's National Disability Employment Awareness Month. We look 
at programs to help educate blind and visually impaired students 
.in science and technology. Then this week's Ac.ademic Minute 
professor explains why nanoparticles could make things better. 
Plus, unbelievably, 200,000 residents in the nation's capital lack 
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4/6/2012 25:00 1186 The UN Food and Agricultural Organization estimated that more than 925 million people 
experienced chronic hunger in 2010 - and more than 60 percent of them are women. This year's 
UN commission on the Status of Women meeting discussed the empowerment of rural women to 
improve communities, and after The Hunger Project's MaryEllen McNish made her presentation. 
51 %'s Dr. Sharon Utberg asked her to share what The Hunger Project has learned through its 
work in 11 different countries. 

4/13/2012 25:00 1187 Since 1994, the Violence Against Women Act has provided funding and legislation in support of 
women's safety. It's been reauthorized by Congress twice since then - and it's up for 
reauthorization again. But this year, Usalyn Jacobs of Legal Momentum says the political climate 
is creatina hurdles. 

4/20/2012 25:00 1188 The entertainment industry frenzy over the return of AMC's Mad Men series highlights our 
fascination with an era that in decorating terms is now known as mid-century modern. The Peyton 
Place antics of the advertising company seem too big to be true. But according to a woman who 
was there - a real life Peggy Olson, they've got it right. Jane Maas, one of the women pioneers of 
advertising, has written in Mad Women: The Other Side of Ufe on Madison Avenue in the '60s and 
Beyond that it's all true. She was immersed in that world, working at a firm run by the legendary 
David Oailvv and she spoke with 51%'s Katie Britton. 

4/27/2012 25:00 1189 A government budget crunch, a recession and rising costs are combining to put the squeeze on 
people who already were affected by cuts to programs that once were a safety net for the poor. 
This week on 51 %, Susan Barnett speaks with a reporter looking into how those cuts are affecting 
our countries seniors. 

5/4/2012 25:00 1190 There's no one like our mom ... but who is she, really? We hear stories about who our mothers 
were before we were born, but until time travel is perfected, there won't ever be a way to get to 
know that woman for ourselves. This week on 51%, Susan Barnett features an essay from a 
listener who got the chance to meet the woman her mother used to be. 

5/11/2012 25:00 1191 This week on 51%, Susan Barnett interviews a woman who owns a business. But it's not your 
typical business story. This woman owns a vineyard - and it's really a love story. 

5/18/2012 25:00 1192 As a global recession continues to linger, efforts to keep the costs of government in check are 
bringing cuts to many of traditional safety nets. This week on 51 %, Susan Barnett speaks with 
public radio show hosts Tavis Smiley and Dr. Come! West about their new book - a book that's 
sounding an alarm about poverty in the United States. 

5/25/2012 25:00 1193 Sometimes just changing something's name can make a difference. Remember global warming? 
It was a lightning rod, with one side claiming it was a myth - what about those colder than average 
days? You may have noticed it's now called climate change, and this week on 51% Susan 
Barnett speaks to an expert about what it is, what's happening, and whether there's anything we 
can do about it. 

6/1/2012 25:00 1194 Women won the right to vote in 1920, with the passage of the 19th amendment to the U.S. 
constitution. Forty years later, the feminist movement pushed open doors for opportunity in 
education and in work. This week on 51%, Susan Barnett speaks with the author of a book calling 
for a new social revolution - one that stresses the American familv. 

6/8/2012 25:00 1195 Imagine uprooting yourself from everything and everyone you know to start a new life in a remote 
city across the country. This isn't about pioneers in the wild west..this is the experience of a 
writer from upstate New York. This week on 51 %, Susan Barnett features the latest update from 
Susan Dyer in Juneau Alaska - who explains the connection between liars, fiddlers, and tourists. 

6/15/2012 25:00 1196 Rallies have been held around the country in support of America's nuns after the Vatican 
announced it intends to reorganize their leadership because of what it calls "radical feminist 
themes". This week on 51 % Susan Barnett speaks with a writer who says the conflict between 
Rome and Catholic sisters in the U.S. goes way back- even to the American frontier. 

6/22/2012 25:00 1197 The foreclosure crisis isn't over - it's just reached a new chapter. This week on 51 % Susan Barnett 
features an intimate look at what the economy has cost one family. 

6/29/2012 25:00 1198 The month of June marks the birthday of one of this country's most beloved women. Her dad was 
a newspaperman, her mother was the first person to see her potential, and her teacher changed 
her life. Her name was Helen Keller ... and this week 51 % features her storv. 
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4/2/2012 25:00 1253 Around the world over a hundred million people are living with Hepatitis C ... and without treatment, 
they are in danger of severe liver disease. The big problem: millions of those people have no idea 
they have the virus. On today's Health Show we'll get the facts about Hepatitis-C. Then we'll find 
out about a much les.s common problem, Sjogren's Syndrome and why it's leaving many people 
dry. And Sandy D returns looking for love. 

4/9/2012 25:00 1254 In the year 2000, the Albany Medical center Prize for Medicine and Bio-Medical research was 
established. Funded by the estate of the late philanthropist and businessman Morris Marty 
Silverman, the 500 thousand dollar prize is one of the largest prizes for medicine and medical 
research in the world. On today's Health Show, we'll hear from the two doctors who will share this 
year's prize. 

We'll also learn about a condition called deep vein thrombosis and why it can be dangerous. And 
we'll hear how some health plans available in Massachusetts are trying to keep prices down ... and 
perhaps set an example for the rest of the country. 

4/20/2012 25:00 1255 There's been a growing problem in the health care system that hasn't gotten much attention but, 
little by little, has been affecting patient care and changing the way some doctors practice. It's the .. shortage of drugs. Not experimental, exotic new meds ... but everyday, reliable medications that 
doctors have used for years. On today's Health Show, we'll lo.ok into the causes, effects ... and 
possible solutions of this problem. Then we'll look into another shortage that, while not life 
threatening, certainly made life different in post-Katrina New Orleans. 

4/27/2012 25:00 1256 If there was a disease that caused bone damage, bladder incontinence and loss of sexual desire 
in just about everybody, you'd imagine there would be a worldwide search for a cure. The thing 
is .•. this is already happening and it's not a disease. It's what a huge number of women 
experience before, during and after menopause. On today's Health Show ... an endocrinologist 
gives us her take on what to do when you outlive your ovaries. Then we'll take a lighthearted look 
at a British comedian who is looking to break the world record for the oldest living man ... about 80 
years from now. 

S/4/2012 25:00 1257 Doing a program about health care means that, once in awhile, you'll hit on a controversial topic. 
We did that last week with Hormone ReJjlacement Therapy ... and we'll ta.lk a little more about that 
next week. But one topic that shouldn't be controversial, but still is, is childhood immunizations. 

•' On today's Health Show we'll talk to an infectious disease expert from the CDC. 

Then we'll hear from an author who has taken the life lessons of people aged 85 and older and 
presented them to help us age on our own terms. And we'll hear a writer talk about switching 
roles with his aging mom. 

5/11/2012 25:00 1258 Diabetes is an important liealth issue in the US today. Pregnancy and the complications of 
pregnancy are also topics that have always been of great importance. Put those two issues 
together and you have gestational diabetes ... the number one•complication of pregnancy. On 
today's Health Show we'll talk to a nutritionist about this growing health problem. 

We'.11 also find out about one of those rare disorders that probably need a little more attention than 
they get. Today, a wake up call about narcolepsy. And we'll find out how humans are learning to 
cope with a 24 hour world. Here's a hint: we're not doing so good. 

•' 

5/18/2012. 25:00 1259 During the months leading up to the passage of the Affordable Care Act. .. a lot was heard about 
the groups who very loudly opposed the bill. But the major force fighting for the bill was a coalition 
formed in 2008 called Health Care for America Now. On today's Health Show we'll talk to the man 
who was a very public face of that group during the campaign for health care reform. 

We'll also learn more about a concept that's getting a lot of attention in health care circles called 
the medical home. And we'll learn about alcoholism's lost de9ade. 

5/25/2012 25:00 1260 The great thing about spring is the chance to get outside and enjoy nature ... do some gardening or 
play some ball. The bad part about spring is all of the above ... because outside and nature is 
where the ticks are. Over the oast decade or so the number of tick borne disease cases have 
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risen in the US and there doesn't seem to be an end in sight. On today's Health Show we'll talk to 
a public health entomologist about how to protect ourselves from ticks. 

Then we'll follow up on a story from a couple of weeks ago about living in a 24 hour world by 
talking to someone who lives that 24 hour life in multiple time zones. 

1261 The first vaccine against Pertussis ~as developed in the 1930s. By the 1940s it was being used 
nationwide and the number of cases of pertussis, or whooping cough began to fall. But those 
numbers are now rising and some outbreaks around the country are alarming. On today's Health 
Show, we'll look at the explosion of whooping cough cases in Washington State. We'll also see 
how a warming climate Is affecting the health of elders. Find out that you're never too old to 
donate parts. And find out why many people get caught in the "fat trap". 

1262 Is the American health care system being corrupted by big pharma's endless search for the next 
blockbuster drug? That's what author David Healy thinks and whether or not you agree .. .the 
picture he paints isn't pretty. On today's Health Show, is American medicine on its way to 
Pharmageddon? 

Then we'll hear a compelling commentary about suicide ... and the broken hearts and dreams it 
leaves in its wake. 

1263- Remember last year when everyone was talking about vitamin D and the great things it can do for 
you? Well there are other vitamins ... and every one of them is important to living a healthy life. 
Let's take Vitamin B-12, for example. You can take all the vitamin B-12 you want...if your body 
can't absorb it, it's not doing you a bit of good. And B-12 is a vitamin that does a lot of good. On 
today's Health Show we'll talk about vitamin B-12, and the consequences to your body to not 
getting the amount you need. 

We'll hear how B-12 deficiency is a problem for expectant mothers ... and we'll hear how one of the 
best natural sources of B-12 is getting a boost in Chesapeake Bay. 

1264 Nothing like opening up the show with a barrage of numbers ... but these are some seriously eye 
opening numbers. The Alzheimer's Association has estimated that by the year 2050, more than 
16 million Americans Will be tiv1ng with Alzhelmer's Disease at a cost to the economy of over a 
trillion dollars ... a year. On today's Healtt) Show we'll talk about Alzheimer's Disease from a 
scientist's point of view ... and with some people from the association. 

We'll hear about efforts to find new, non-invasive ways to detect Alzheimer's early ... learn about 
efforts at the NIH to try.and unravel the genes that some thin cause the disease ... and find out 
what the Alzheimer's Association does to make the lives of Alzheimer's patients ... and their care 
givers ... a bit easier. 

1265 Each year, hospital-acquired infections, prescribing and treatment errors, lost documents and test 
reports, communication failures, and other problems have caused thousands of deaths in the 
United States, added millions of days to patients' hospital stays, and cost Americans tens of 
billions of dollars. Despite (and sometimes because of) new medical information technology and 
numerous well-intentioned initiatives to address these problems, threats to patient safety remain, 
and in some areas are on the rise. In the new book First, Do Less Hann, twelve health care 
professionals and researchers plus two former patients look at patient safety from a variety of 
perspectives, finding many of the proposed solutions to be inadequate or impractical. Here to talk 
about the book is its co-editor, journalist Suzanne Gordon. 

., 

For a lot of people, moving out on your own is a sign of growing older and more independent. 
That may include sharing a place with a roommate for financial reasons until you get on your feet 
and finally get a place to call your own. And that's pretty much the way it stays, probably with a 
spouse and family joining in, until perhaps a nursing home brings you back to a shared living 
experience, But today's generation of e.lders are rethinking how they want to live in their 
advancing vears. Radio Netherlands' Marnie Chesterton has more. 
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4/6/2012 25:00 1127 Growing up with Dyslexia is no fun at all. Growing up with Dyslexia and never being 
. , diagnosed and getting the proper educational help ... that can make school a nightmare . 

Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll meet Sonya Bridges ... a teacher who grew up in 
that situation and is now reaching out to help others. 

Then we'll hear the story of another remarkable woman who is reaching out to bring 
education and hope to others ... Hannah Slocum of the west African country of Liberia. And 
we'll spend an Academic Minute seeing how women in the US are being affected by the 
foreclosure crisis. 

4/13/2012 25:00 1128 Vampires, deadly spiders, lethal lasers, out-of-control asteroids ... who knew that math could 
be so perilous. Today on The .Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll talk to the author of "The Book 
Of Perfectly Perilous Math" ... and find out how students are learning math while saving the· 
world .. or not. · 

We'll also hear about efforts to rebuild a school damaged in a deadly tornado last year ... hear 
music from a school that uses the melodies of foreign countries to teach immigrants about 
their heritage. And we'll also find out why the space between musical notes may be just as 
important as the music. 

4/20/2012 25:00 1129 Last year at this time, the late J.oe Paterno was an iconic college football coach at Penn 
State University ... a man who had a job for as long l:IS he wanted. By the end of the year he 
had been fired, his 46 year legacy tarnished by a ·child abuse scandal. Today •on The Best 
Of Our Knowledge, we'll hear from the author of a new book on the continuing fallout of that 
scandal. 

We'll also hear from a sports doctor about why more attention is being given to concussions 
in school sports and some steps being taken to treat and perhaps prevent the problem. And 
we'll spend an Academic Minute talking about big mo. 

4/27/2012 25:00 1130 A lot of people like to relax on a warm day, put\ering around alone in their garden. 
However ... you might hot be as alone as you think. Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, 
our Astrobiology series goes into Microbiology mode to explore the origins of the unseen life 
around us. 

And w,e'II spend an Academic Minute learning about the complex chemistry that goes into 
making a gourmet dinner. 

5/4/2012 25:00 1131 There'-s a place in northern New York ... a girl scout camp in the woods ... where, for years, 
girls have gone to learn about nature and the outdoors ... and about the value of loyalty and 
friendship. That camp ran into financial problems and had to close, but now a group of the 
camp's supporters have given it new life. Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, the ·story of 
Camp Little Notch. 

We'll also cross the ocean and visit a European kindergarten in the woods ... and we'll spend 
an Academic Minute finding out why western forests in the US are feeling the heat. 

5/11/2012 25:00 1132 OK, try to wrap your head around this little chain for a minute. As the population ages, our 
doctors are ordering more and more tabs tests to screen for disease. So we need more and 
more labs and lab technicians to perform and read these teats. But there's another 
population that getting older - lab technicians. Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll 
hear about the coming shortage of laboratorians and what's being done to train technicians 
to take their place. 

We'll also visit a child care facility that's also a senior center and see what these two groups 
can offer each other. And we'll spend an Academic Minute keeping germs in their place in a 
mobile world. 
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1133 Making sure a child is getting the best education possible has its challenges ... not the least of 
which is struggling to get through to a child with a history of disruptive behavior. Finding a 
way to crack this code of disruptive behavior could make a huge difference. Today on The 
Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll talk about The Behavior Code. 

We'll also find out about a new effort to grade the nation's school's of education. And we'll 
spend an Academic Minute with some nice, round numbers. 

1134 Death and English class often go together ... and yes, you're welcome to insert any joke 
about your English test scores right here. The fact is when studying English, you encounter 
death from the first time you pick up Shakespeare. But how often are students encouraged 
to write about their own experiences with death. Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll 
hear from the author of Death Education In The Writing Classroom. 

We'll also spend an Academic Minute exploring death and a host of other events that can 
cause grief. 

1135 You can't see them ... but they're there. Billions of microscopic life forms just waiting for their 
chance to grab hold of something and start to grow. And that includes you. Today on The 
Best Of Our Knowledge, our astrobiology series gets small with a look at the tiniest life on 
the planet. .. and how it fares while off the planet. 

We'll also spend an Academic Minute dealing with the issues caused by space travel. 

1136 I think it goes without saying that on this program, we value knowledge. The fact that we put 
that word in the title of the show is probably a dead giveaway. But today we are going to 
hear from a Columbia University profess.or who thinks that ignorance hasn't been given its 
due. Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, is ignorance the driving force behind science? 

We'll also head to Minnesota and meet a high school chess champion ... and we'll spend an 
Academic Minute learning how cooperation is just how us humans roll. 

1137 While teaching at an all-Black middle school in Atlanta, Meira Levinson realized that 
students' individual self-improvement may not necessarily enable them to overcome their 
profound marginalization within American society. She says that this is because of a civic 
empowerment gap that is as shameful and anti-democratic as the academic achievement 
gap targeted by her book "No Citizen Left Behind." 

One organization that has always stressed citizenship education is 4-H. But when you think 
of 4H probably think of kids raising cattle or chickens or hogs and competing for blue ribbons 
at the state fair. And while the program does historically focus on agriculture, as more 
Midwestern youth are growing up in urban areas, it's developing some other angles. This 
year at the 1owa State Fair, 4H changed things up with a robotics challenge. Kathleen 
Masterson, from Harvest Public Media reports. 

1138 When we think about the development of life on Earth, most of us turn to Darwin's theory of 
evolution which posits that only the strongest survive. Well, Dr. Niles Lehman (LAY-men), a 
professor in the department of Chemistry at Portland State University is attempting to 
explain how life has flourished, not by competing ... but by cooperating. He spoke with The 
Best Of Our Knowledge's Science Reporter David Guistina this week about his 
investigations. 

Philly Youth Radio works with young people to produce their own radio stories. Part of the 
project 1s a series called "Students of Violence," where ·1ocal high school students tell true 
stories about the violence that has changed their lives. Cristel Martinez came to America 
from the Dominican Republic with a dream to·become a music producer. But the only music 
she hears in school, says the 18 year old senior, is the sound of violence. Listen as she 
shuffles through the tracks on the soundtrack of her school dav. 
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7/6/12 25:00 1199 If you haven't been to the beach yet, chances are you're planning on going. And a lJeach 
trip always leads to fantasies about living on the shore year 'rourid. This week on 5 ~% 
Susan Barnett features a story about growing up on an island in Maine. 

7/13/12 25:00 1200 Violence and bullying have been in the headlines - from a new UN Report on viole ~ce 
against women to a viral Y ouTube video from a school bus that shocked the nation This 
week on 51 %, Susan Barnett looks at the issues - and the impacts. 

7/20/12 25:00 1201 The economic news may be improving ever so slightly, but it appears our spending 
habits may have changed for good. Americans are re-learning money management 
skills that we thought went out of fashion with our grandparents. This week on 51 o/, , 

Susan Barnett speaks with Valerie Coleman Morris, a CNN business anchor who's 
become a personal finance guide. 

7/27/12 25:00 1202 Are you addicted to your iPhone? Do you find yourself constantly checking your efail, 
Facebook or other social media accounts? How many hours have you spent looking at 
cute kitten videos on Y ouTube? I 

A problem that used to be considered a joke is now serious business - a new study $hows 
that our constant connection to technology is, in the words of a recent Newsweek article 
- making us crazy. This week on 51 % Susan Barnett speaks with a woman whose lb is 
designing social media platforms ... and trying to solve their issues. 

8/3/2012 25:00 1203 Boxing - it's always been a controversial sport. This year, it's a sport where a wom~n 
will, for the first time, win Olympic gold. This week on 51 %, Susan Barnett has a I 

profile of one of the youngest Olympians, an undefeated athlete who has dreams o~ 
going where her father never could. I 

! 

8/10/2012 25:00 1204 Long hours spent in prayer, memorizing the Qu'ran, studying and discussing religiqn. It 
sounds like what you'd expect in the Middle East, but would you be surprised to firid out 
that I'm describing the studies pursued by Muslim women in Syria? This week on

1 51 %,Susan Barnett interviews a woman whose film documents a thirty year old s hool 
that pushes Muslim women to empower themselves while being faithful to their ! 

. ' 

religious beliefs. I 
I 
I 

8/17/2012 25:00 1205 There's a growing disconnect between the way women really look and the way they're 
portrayed in advertising and fashion magazines. It's been debated for years, but thi!'\ 
summer there was a showdown between young readers and one of their favorite 
magazines. This week on 51 %, Susan Barnett speaks with the woman who has speht 
decades educating young women about the impact of the media's distorted portrayail of 
women. I 

i 

8/24/2012 25:00 1206 Martinis, Cosmopolitans, flavored vodkas - don't think drinks don't go in and out of 
style. This week on 51 %, Susan Barnett speaks with a woman who's distilling a drink 

I with a very old, and notorious, reputation - a drink that, until a few years ago, was 
banned in the US. 

8/30/2012 25:00 1207 The question of Israeli and Palestinian territory always comes up 
during an American presidential campaign. This election is no 
exception - even before the convention, Republican candidate Mitt 
Romney's stirred things up with comm~nts about Jerusalem and an. 
explanation of the relative poverty in Palestine that Palestini?ns 
say ignored the impact of the Israeli blockade. This week on 51%, 
Susan Barnett speaks with a member of a non-profit group that's 
working with what it says is the majority of people on both sides 
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of the issue - people who want peace. 
1208 This week on 51 %, there's a musical theme. One of Susan Barnett's guests is a I 

Grammy-winning jazz drummer. Terri Lyne Carrington's The Mosaic Project fea~ures 
Carrington on drums along with other top female musicians interpreting old standards in 
ways that are surprising and new. It's the kind of innovative music that, in the past! she 
says she couldn't get released. 

1209 There's a massive philosophical divide between Republicans and Democrats, and one 
race that the experts are watching closely is in Massachusetts. Republican Scott Brown 
won the Senate seat long held by Teddy Kennedy - but he now faces a tough challenge 
from outspoken Democrat Elizabeth Warren. This week on 51 %, Warren speaks with 
Susan Barnett about what she's learned about politics, and the balance between idealism 
and the real icy of running for the US Senate. I 

1210 In a time when the medical profession has becoming increasingly specialized, you may 
be surprised to find there's one field that's actually broadened. Midwives, particularly in 
New York State, do a whole lot more than assist in the delivery room. This week on 
51 % Susan Barnett looks into the progress, and the challenges, for midwifery. 

1211 Ayn Rand's best known book is over fifty years old, but it's back in the headlines again. 
Underlying some of the GOP beliefs in free markets and smaller government is a 
philosophy called Objectivism outlined by Rand in her 1957 novel "Atlas Shrugged." The 
book has been a hot seller during the Great Recession and both Alan Greenspan and 
Vice presidential candidate Paul Ryan have cited Rand as an influence. This week on 
51 %, Susan Barnett speaks to a writer for the Ayn Rand Institute to get a clearer 
picture of Objectivism. 
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Just about every day you are faced with questions about what you eat. Questions 
like: Is honey better for you than sugar? ls milk necessary for strong bones? Are eggs 
bad for your heart? And those are just the ones you ask before breakfast! Now 
there's a book that takes your food questions and does some research to find 
answers. On today's Health Show, we'll talk to the author of "Coffee Is Good For 
You". 

We' 11 also hear the story of an uninsured accident victim's journey through the health 
care system ... and how she turned it into a one woman show. 

In the wake of the mass shootings last month in a movie theater in Colorado, a lot of 
important questions are being asked. Many are about guns and gun laws ... valid 
questions that we will not address here. No, we're going to talk about another 
obvious topic in the discussion: mental health. On today's Health Show, is there are 
way to spot a psychopath? 

We'll also talk about the state of children's hospitals in the US ... and find out what 
vegetarians, who also eat meat, are being asked to try. 

I cannot do an Alex Trabek impression so bear with me: This computer 'question 
answering system" took the country by storm when it won on a popular game show. 
The question: What is Watson? On today's Health Show, we'll hear how clinical 
laboratories are converting this computer technology into Dr. Watson. 

Then we'll hear from a man who went the extra mile and flew halfway around the 
world to try and find a cure for his allergies and asthma. Then he walked a few 
feet. .. barefoot...in poop. 

, It's convention time! Those two special weeks where the political parties roll out a 
show to sell you on their particular version of democracy. On today's Health Show, 
we' 11 commemorate the events with a couple of stories that have something to do 
with this year's election. 

Women's health issues have been front and center in the campaigns ... and there has 
been no greater book on women's heath than "Om Bodies Ourselves". We'll talk to 
one of the original authors about the book's 40th anniversary edition. And whoever 
wins this year's election is going to have to get a check up now and then. We'll hear 
from a Navy Rear Admiral who spent nine years as the doctor in chief. 

State legislatures across the country are failing in efforts to fight cancer. That's the 
conclusion of a new report by the American Cancer Society's Cancer Action 
Network. On today's Health Show, we'll hear what the report has to say about the 
future of the fight against cancer. 
We'll also find out if working the night shill makes you more susceptible to breast 
cancer. 
Hear about efforts to end racial and economic disparities in health care. 
And listen to a choral group who perform the last music their audiences will ever 
hear. 

Nobody likes a smart bacteria. The growing number of antibiotic resistant ge1111s is 
causing health officials around the world to find better treatments for infection. On 
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The court challenges are over, the decision has been handed down and now the 
arguing about the Affordable Care Act is finally over. Ah, if wishing made it so. On 
today's Health Show we'll take another look at the Supreme Court's decision and 
look ahead to what another 30 or 40 million people with insurance means for the 
health care system. 

Plus we'll talk to a health provider in Massachusetts about that state's experience 
with health reform ... and we'll find out if the country's farm policy is making us fat. 

Think about what a family would have to go through if one of their children needed a 
heart tram,plant. The doctor visits, the waiting for a donor, the surgery and recovery. 
Now, multiply that by two. On today's Health Show we'll hear about a pair of 
brothers in Notthern New York who are both living with other people's hearts ... and 
how they are spreading the word about organ donation. 

We'll also hear from a heart transplant surgeon about what it's like on the other side 
of the operating table. And we'll learn about an effort by 4-H to keep kids around the 
country healthy. 

Unintended consequences. That's what seems to be happening to a number of 
morbidly obese patients who get bariatric surgery ... and end up developing problems 
with alcohol abuse. On today's Health Show, we'll talk to the lead author of a study 
on the topic and find out if there is any real relationship between weight loss surgery 
and alcohol use disorders. 

We'll also learn about a company called "A Place For Mom" ... who help care givers 
around the country find the right place for an elder relative in need of special care. 

Stop me if you've heard about one: Tuberous Sclerosis. Yup, I don't see too many 
people holding up stop signs. Only a fow thousand people in the US arc living with 
this condition, and they know all too well the complications and endless medical 
procedures it brings along. On today's Health Show, we'll learn about Tuberous 
Sclerosis. 

Also, in our earliest school biology classes we learned about process of cell division. 
But do you know exactly how that happens? For a long time neither did anyone 
else ... until a pioneering doctor and his microscope found the answer. We'll hear his 
story. 

Surprising reports have been coming in over the past six months or so about people 
contracting disease from dirty or reused needles. The surprising part is that these arc 
not IV drug users ... these people are medical and dental patients and the injections 
were from health care professionals. On today's Health Show, we'll talk about the 
state of injection safety in the US. 

We'll also hear about a new HIV/AIDS drug that's being touted as a way to prevent 
infection with the virus. And we'll find out which California city is becoming the 
Golden State's pot capital. 
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today's Health Show, we'll learn about antibiotic resistance ... and how the scientific 
community is coming together to fight the problem. 

We'll also talk to a leading activist in the movement to stop bringing genetically 
modified foods to the market who has been hailed as a voice ofreason ... and 
dismissed as a blatant liar. And we'll find out how parents can make this a healthier 
school year. 

1277 If you look in the dictionary for the definition of the word "trauma", you get this: an 
experience that produces psychological injury or pain. But trauma can't be boiled 
down to just a one sentence definition and be totally understood. On today's Health 
Show, we'll look at the effects and perhaps some readies for mental trauma. 

We'll hear how the National Institutes of Health are trying to predict who is most 
likely to be affected by trauma ... hear from a psychologist who wrote the book on self-
parenting and attempting to heal trauma. And, of course, hear from soldiers returning 
from war and their battles with PTSD. 

1278 When a condition affects about a third of the population, you'd think it would be 
getting a lot of attention. But half the people in the US with Hypertension, or high 
blood pressure, are not doing enough to control their pressure. On today's H.ealth 
Show, we'll learn more about the problem and find out what can, and should be done. 

We'll also hear from an artist who survived breast cancer ... and wanted to do more to 
help than just wear a pink ribbon. You'll be surprised when you hear just what she IS 
wearing. 
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7/16/12 25:00 1139 This computer 'question answering system" took the country by storm when it 
won on a popular game show. What is Watson? Today on The Best Of Our 
Knowledge, we'll hear how clinical laboratories are converting this computer 
technology into Dr. Watson. 

We'll also hear how students with Autism are being given help to make their 
way independently through life. Find out about the importance of music 
education in school...and spend an Academic Minute learning how a musician's 
wife paved the way for his lasting musical legacy. 

7/23/12 25:00 1140 You learn from your mistakes. That's a little nugget of wisdom that's been 
passed down through the years ... and has the advantage of being true. At least 
according to children's author Barney Saltzberg. Today on The Best Of Our 
Knowledge, we'll hear about Saltzberg's book celebrating the well placed 
mistake: "Beautiful Oops". 

We'll also celebrate the 65th anniversary of the best selling children's books 
ever: The Little Golden Books. And we'll spend an Academic Minute with some 
young puzzlers. 

7/30/12 25:00 1141 Some parents dread the empty nest syndrome ... that time in life when all their 
children have graduated school and moved off to make a life of their own. 
Hey ... some parents look forward to it! One thing is certain ... a whole lot of nests 
aren't as empty as they thought. Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll 
college grads moving back in with the folks. 

We'll also spend some time with the new president of the University of 
Vermont...and spend an academic minute developing a social memory. 

8/6/12 25:00 1144 Talking about race is never easy. Talking about inequality among racial groups, 
and things start getting awkward. Putting all that into the context of schools and 
education ... congratulations you've started an argument. The fact is that there is 
educational inequality in the US for many reasons. Today on The Best Of Our 
Knowledge, we'll have a conversation about race, culture and inequality in two 
countries with difficult racial histories: the US and South Africa. 

We'll also spend an academic minute in a galaxy far, far away. 

8/13/12 25:00 1143 OK, here's a statement that reeks with obvious-ness: Students with diabetes have 
special needs. The American Diabetes Association is working to train teachers 
and staff around the country to help with those needs. Today on The Best Of 
Our Knowledge, we'll hear about the association's Safe at School program. 

We'll also hear about the scientist who figured out how to study cell division, 
meet the music man of Durham, North Carolina who keeps band students going 
with teaching or playing a single note ... and spend an academic minute inside 
your brain. 

8/20/12 25:00 1144 Do you know what a sedimentary scientist does? If your answer is "not much", 
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you misheard me. Not sedentary ... sedimentary. It's someone who pretty much 
digs in the dirt and looks for answers. Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, 
we'll talk to a sedimentary scientist and geo-chemist who is searching for the 
origins on life on Earth .. in the Earth. 

We'll also spend an academic minute with plants that don't need an dirt at all ... at 
least they didn't a few million years ago. 

1145 Millions of students across the country are heading back to school. In some 
regions, they already been back for a few weeks. But in New York City, the new 
school year is just about to begin. High school can be a rough time even for 
people who speak English ... but for kids who are new to the language and the 
country, well, you can imagine. Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll 
talk to author Brook Hauser about the year she spent at the International High 
School at Prospect Heights in Brooklyn ... and the book that came from those 
experiences. 

We'll also spend an Academic Minute learning why some people are just more 
willing to go the extra mile for success. 

1146 The Iowa Writers Workshop at the University oflowa is the oldest and by far 
one of the most successful creative writing programs in the country. How are we 
measuring success? Graduates of the program have won virtually every major 
literary award, including 17 Pulitzer Prize winners, three recent U. S. Poets 
Laureate, and numerous winners of the National Book Award, MacArthur 
Foundation Fellowships, and other major honors. Today on The best Of Our 
Knowledge, we'll visit with the current director of the Iowa Writers Workshop. 

We'll also spend an Academic Minute felling old ... but feeling pretty good about 
it! 

1147 Schools are becoming more sensitive and proactive about the problem of 
bullying. But there are places in schools where there is hidden bullying, or even 
worse, bullying that's expected and accepted. Today on The Best Of Our 
Knowledge, we'll talk about the issue of bullying on school sports teams. 

Then we'll head to Chapel Hill, North Carolina where a battle is brewing over a 
proposed charter school that hopes to raise test scores for minority students. 

And we'll also spend an Academic Minute hearing how going green is putting 
some companies in the black. 

1148 As parents, one of our biggest desires and challenges is for our children to be 
successful. The thing is, sometimes we can be real pains in the neck about it and 
it's not helping. Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll talk to the author 
of the book "Teach Your Children Well", and try to find out how understanding 
and support beat so-called hyper-parenting any day of the week. 

We'll also spend an Academic Minute finding out what color are the plants on 
other worlds. 
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1149 If you were to look around and find yourself among some flattened, rotating 
disks of cool dust and gas extending for tens to hundreds of astronomical units, 
then congratulations, you've entered the neighborhood of an irradiated proto-
planetary disk. Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, our Astrobiology series 
continues with a guided tour of that star studded neighborhood .. 

We'll also spend an Academic Minute directing traffic in that neighborhood. 
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10/5/l'l. 25:00 1212· 'Unless you've been in a natural disaster, it'neally hard to understand its true impact 
·Whether it's Hurricane Katrina, Colorado wildfires, the drought of 2012 or the worst . '· storm damage in years in Ohio, the 'people affected deal with the aftermath long after the . . 
news crews pack up and go h~me: 

.. 
In }'-levy York's CatslalJs, it's been just over a year since Tropical Storm Irene roared up 
from the south. Prattsville, a farm community in Greene County, was labeled by 
Goveinor_Andrew Cuomo as the ~afdest hit ·in the region. It was, basically, wiped out , 
when the Sclioharie Creek jumped its banks. A torrent that experts say was equivalent to 

· · the volume tumbling over Niagara Falls wiped out most of the main street . 
. ' .. . 

' · A year l~er, there's been some rebuilding, but 1 was stunned by the dev~tation that still .. remains. This week, I spoke with two women working to help rebuild Prattsville, 
women who say they now better understand the victims of other natural disasters. 

10/11/12 25:00 1213 Not too long ago, scientists predicted that the ice at the arctic was· melting away for · , 
good. They thought it was possible it might melt away completed by the middle of this 
·century,'That'.s aU-changed. A record ice melt this year has scientists now predicting that 

' the swiune'r ice could be gone in less than ten years - by 2020. What does that mean? .. 
Rising oceans and problems for coastal communities, but also bigger climate shifts 

' 
. • .. 

without the J>olar ice to reflect back the sun's ravs . 
·10/18/12··- . 25:00 1214 Recent news reports have focused on the1challenges faced by today's workers-there's 

no way to leave your job at the office anymore. It's a particular problem for women 
trying to balance family and work obligations. In a tough economy, can you afford to 

< I • • •. 

have a "no wo_rk at home" policy when your boss emails at all hours? Minda 

. , . Zetlin writes ·a column fodNC m~ine. She co-authored The Geek Gap: Why 
Business and Technology·J>rofessionals'Don't Understand Each Other and Why They 

·' - ·' Need Each' Other (o·-Survive. She's also presi.dent of the American Society of Journalists 
.• 'I: and Authors_; so she· understand the chailenges faced by the growing number of 

.. ,· 
freelance workers. We sat down.to talk about blackberries, cell phones and down time . 
Up next, a grgwing segment of the population has a criminal record. What does that 

f. mean when you're l9oking for ajob?_Plus, indo.ctrination into a religious ritual for the 

' 
dead. . . . 

10/25/12 25:00 1215 .. Here in New York State, hydrofracking has been a headline for a couple of years now. 
Whether or not it will .be allowed' is stilJ being 'debated and studied. But in other states · 
like Pennsylvania, Texas ana' North Dakota, the'new technique which extracts gas from 

... ~hale deep beneath the ground js well established and the impacts are clear. The industry 
t : p9irits to the jobs ·created, the money paid for drilling rights, the increase in domestic 

, · fossil fuel. Critics ·point to wells foule4 by spills and leaks at the drilling sites, 
overburdened services.ii;i t~wn~ ~uddenly swellipg with out of town workers, and 

. . landscapes that have changed forever.Vera ·Scroggins lives in Pennsylvania. She's 
• watcheq ber county transfonn from rural to industrial ... and-she's -a vocal witness. 

,}.J/J/12' 25:Q0 . 1216 Women like t<> corine9t..They are conu:n~i~tor5. Andnothing has opened up the world 
to women. with a.qrive,to write than the blog. Jnjust a few minutes, you can set up a 

• page an_d sooq.·you're talking with the rest,of~e world. Nora Ephron's last project was a 
,, film.based on btogger Julie P~V{~ll's boo~ aboµt her attempt to make every recipe in 

J,dia Childs' classic F~ench cookbook,. Now Luisa Weiss, better known to bloggers 

' ". . . ·_as T~e We9nesci~y Chef,'has a book 9.ut called My Berlin Kitchen, the ~tory ofher 
. .. . .. . attempt ,t9 integrate her childhood in :a'erlin and in New York, as well as her connections . . . 
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to Italy. It is, of course, a love s_tory as w~ll;~ a ·bl)Ok'.wi~.r,eciP.es. ,I 

. , This spring, America's nu11s were reprirrianded after a Vatican ·investigation ..:. told th_ey 
w1;1re too.p9litical, too feminist,' disobedient to-the bishops under whom they serve. And 
· a bishop ~as been appointed to talc~ a :firrtjer grip on the reins. It follows-the nuns' . 
outspoken suppo11 of pea.Ith care.ref om;,. ~hen tlie bishops cam_e ciut agairist it. But it's 
been brewing ever since Vatican II reformed many of the stricter regulations for 

. ,, . Qltholic woiµen religic;)Us. 1be Vati£811 js. concerned that this revolution-in the lives of 
American nuns will spread aq!';()SS th~ wor~d. ,Emma Weatherall of the Salt lnstitute for 

; , :Oocumentary Studi~s spol<e with nu~s ~Jl)ey waited for the Vatican's verdict. 
Let's talk politics - or politics as seen ~hrouglJ media reporting.· In the presidential 

·. ,·; •··. 

1219 
._,. 

.·. 

, campaign, did you hear many:.corµmentators discuss the president's hair? Or Mitt 
Romney's weight? Now think. back to the' 2008 campaign. Wi$ HiJJary :clinton and 

~ _S,arah Palin in the race, it was all at:,out;,clo~es,.style, who was hot and who was not . 
. ! . K~~ Oandy, Vice Presi~ent at t~(? Fetµi~M Majority Foundation and former president . 
: of NOW -the NatjonaI.Organization_ for "1'oinen, spoke with me about that glaring 

. difference, and how she became a feminist. 
· ~PEAT OF #1192 , ,. · · . ·, , -

Cli111ate change was a topic not,ably,.absent from the recent preside~tial campaign - until 
a storm named Sandy hit the East Coast. ·.Then New York's Governor Andrew Cuomo 

,. cal_led extreme weather 'the new nOJJ!!al" and called for action ;On climate change. And 
, . New Y:ork <;:ity Mayor Michael B\oom.berg .endorsed President Obama for re-election, 

. · _saying_,he was best equipped t<? banal~ ~~.issuil' of climate change.The topic,~:taken 
• center stage. , , . . . . :' · ·· 

._24 Hours of Reaiity - the Dirty Weat46r Repot.t, was a 24 hour live streaming global 

·1 'P 

, . . . weather reported sponsored by the Climate· Jl~lity Project Starting in New York City 
. I' •. c;>n Nov 14th, e~rts and resident:; fu)iri.;ti! ove.- ~e globe weighed in on weather 

changes they've noticed in tlie P~,yeai. 'Maggie.Fox is president and CEO of the 
Climate Reality-Project, .which \'Vas founded by former Vice President Al Gore. 

,.,, .·· 

1 · ... 

. ~. . : 

:a~ack' Ob!Wl/l :b~oke new P~!iticai ground as the first black president of the United 
&tates. Biliary Cltn~on w~ _hajl~ as tJie first ~~man to be a real contender for the job. 
Many have forgotten that Shirley Chisholm made a serious try for the White House in 
1972 - the first Democratic woman and the first major party black candidate. Declaring 

~ . . - hetsel;f"t1,mbossed and unbought," she took on the political establishment as the . , 
: candidate .of "all the peop1e." 'Il)is is part ofRadioDiaries series "Contenders"-· 
... : profipng_ some of Amerifa's ~ost ~riginalpresidential candidates. . . 

.. , 
i . •• ;.ir .. :Qurjng_the.presidential campaign';·s~e~ping ge!}eralities about the 99%, the 1 %, or the 

. · 47% te9ded tifgl~ssjlVer tqe real_ storit:S ofth~iecession's impact. Budget cuts affect . 
. . . . . , .. re~ p~op,Ie. Stepbcpiie and. James worked toget~er at the University of lllinois at 
, . . Cliicago before· they ~otb fouI!!f o~ th~t' !hey' w~re going to be fired. 

11/29/2012 · . . .. .,. 25:00 • 1220· Noveinher's Adantic-Magazine:-has an .article on Freelaqcer's Union founder Sara .. 
' . ·• . . ~orowiti ... and it describes freelancers as thefastest gro~ng segment of the economy . 

:, . • I f' •• .JI•. 

' .. 
.... ' 

,I• 

. ·, 

',: 

.l. ' . · Whether they're writers.' programmers-, sounci ·engineers or designers, there's a growing 
groi.ip of workers who don't;have·bosses·-they have ciients. the rebuilding from · 
Hurricaµe Sandy will· tle going on fo~ months ...: maybe years. The sheer size of the storm 

... : ' has reopened conversations about di mate ·change, and has many of us rethinking our 
'·. ·assuiitpti6ns· about our tiwn safety.''Wben'f.laniel Whaley was '13, he lived in Florida ; 

, . : . : 'with his mother. Tt>gether, they'·fode. out'.a h'urriciule. It's not.often YOU •J;!;et.to hear what 
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it was like from someone who's actually been through it. And Daniel Whaley of Youth 
Radio Vermont will te1l you - it can blow your life in a different direction. A natural 
disaster changed the life of a young Colombia reporter before she was even born. 
Dotni.nique Lemoine has been searching for her family's history- a history that was 
wiped out by a volcano. But that history, she believes, is shaping her future. 

1221 According to a 2008 study, there are over four hundred dead zones in waters all over the 
globe. They are spots were increased nutrients have resulted in hypoxia - low oxygen -
and can no longer sustain the organisms that once lived there. The vast majority of them 
are along the US East Coast and Gulf Coast. with one area as large as 27 thousand miles 
across. This year, marine ecologist Nancy Rabalais was one of the winners of the 
MacArthur genius grants. She directs the Louisiana Universities Marine Consortium and 
for almost thirty years has led the program collecting basic data on seasonal oxygen 
levels and nutrien~ in Gulf waters. r spoke with Rabelais after her award and asked her 
to explain what hypoxia is, what it does and what it means. 

For mariy students, athletic scholarships pave the way to a better future. But one sport -
boxing- has long been anathema to academia The NCAA hasn't had a boxing program 
since 1960, the year a boxer suffered a fatal hemorrhage during league championships. 
Here in New York City, the Police Athletic League kept kids in the ring for much longer 
-- until 2006, when the boxing program got knocked out by budget cuts and flagging 
support from donors. But one organization working in Brooklyn· and Staten Island is 
convinced that boxing is the secret to getting through to at-risk teenagers. Tom 
DiChristopher has the story. 

1222 The tensions in Gaza heated up in November, with attacks from both sides ending with 
nearly 150 dead in Palestine and six dead in Israel. At the same time, Palestine's effort 
to win further UN recognition was being discouraged by both Israel and the US, with 
those countries arguing only negotiations could create an independent Palestinian state. 

Cindy and Craig Corrie watch the developments in Gaza closely. Their daughter, 
~chel, was run over by an Israeli bulldorer in 2003 as she protested along the 
Rafah/Egyptian border with nine others. An Israeli court ruled this year that Rachel was 
to blame - she put herself in harm's way. Her parents have taken up the peace work 
their daughter died for, and the Rachel Corrie Foundation this year won the LennonOno 
Grant for Peace. 

Sustainable cars aren't new ideas. Back in the early 1940s, 'Henry Ford developed the 
world's first "bio-car." It was a prototype displayed at a motor show in Michigan. The 
car's plastic panels were made from soy beans, wheat, and hemp. Ford's prototype didn't 
survive the Second World War, but the idea of biodegradable plastic parts lives on. The 
Ford Motor Company is still working to design sustainable cars - and much of their 
biomaterials team are women. Dr. Ellen Lee explained reducing petroleum products 
goes much farther than just improved gas mileage. 

1223 This is the time of year when people all over the world aren't just buying gifts and 
planning holiday menus - they're trying to help their neighbors. But for one community 
in Manchester, New Hampshire, private acts of charity aren't just a holiday tradition. 
They are a display of Libertarian - even Anarchist - principles. Emily Corwin reports. 

Here in the US, the political divide often seems as vast as the Grand Canyon. 
Commentator Chris Tucker finds himself wondering about the personal price we pay for 
our political opinions. And here's a different take on the spirit of givine: from 
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.. commentator Margaret-Agard:· A fire truck-in-the driveway, 20 at the table for meals 
and.buying by the dozens (the better for sharing) Agard's father believed in being Santa 

. Claus all year round. · ·. · ' 
; f 

· .Sometimes it's the little things that belp us feel :iike we belong in the world. Jasmine 
. Gonzalez of Curie Youth Radio in Chicago explains why one cup of ~c;>ffee made her 

· day. Have you ever- heard the.sound oftheNoriliern Lights? It's ttie sound of the earth's 
rnagnetic'field ... and a perfect ieniirider 'of how imall we all are in the vastness of space .. 

· ·Natural. Radio recordist Steve McGreeyy was in Canada last year for the North em 
Lights. · . -· . . ·: .. · · 
. . ,, . 

1224, Back in-May, long before anyone had heard c;,fastorm named Sandy, Dr. Heidi Cullen 
talked about the impact of climafe change. She's the chief climatologist at Climate 

·· Central, a·non~profit climate science'ordaruzation in New Jersey. When we spoke, 
· · studies were showing that little'pubHc interest in taldng action to slow climate change. A 

superstonn may have reversed that 1;rend .. but the question now is if we've waited too 
fong. · · · 

: How one little rurai town is working·to rebuild after being wiped out by a flood is a 
· microcosm of'a story that's playing out in Japan, in Louisiana, in New Jersey and New 
York - whether ·the disaster is a hufyicane, a tsunami, a volcano or an earthquake . 

. Barton lives part time in Prattsville and teaches art at NYU in Manhattan. For her, the 
. 'devastation left by Irene uncovered bigger issues in her community. 

• .,. • • ~ I ! 

2012 was .the. year that hydrofracking finally got the nation's-attention. Advertjsements 
w1U tell you it's the way to American energy independence. Proponents point to the jobs 
it creates. And opponents'say the impacts, from fouled drinking water, earthquakes, 
noise and air pollution to towns overrun by a 21st century gold rush, just aren't worth .it. · 
Pennsylvania resident Vera-Scroggins has watched her rural county transform into what 
she _calls an industyial wastel.anq. . . 

Hydraulic fracturing, also known as frackin:g, 
0

J?ec~e a national debate in 2012. Already 
· \Veil established in Texas·, ·Perinsylvanja and sevefal other states, there's a.heated battle 
going on over the effort'to dri'li in the state· of New York. Opponents argue that the 

.... · .. environmental impacts are too risky-the:docunientary film "Gasland" offered a 
dramatic U.lustr~tiim with a sjnk that spewed flani'~s instead of water. But there is 
another side to the issue. Dairy farmer Jennifer Huntington-argues fracking could help 
save family fatifis. She has gotie to coµrt to' try to win the right to allow fracking on ·her 

. . . · property in iu~al New 'York . · · . . . . . . . . 

; ..: 

·I 

2012 was balled by some the yeai of the ~trong women in film. Films like Brave, Snow 
White and the Huntsman and the Hunger Games featured some gritty heroines. But there 
was no woman on' a major'partyti~ket for the White House this year. And.Kim Gandy, 
Vice President at the Feminist Majority Foundation and former president of NOW - the 
National Organiz.ation_for Wome11, noticed. · · · • ., _ . . . . •: .. 

. ' . . . . . . ·.. . . 
There was a first for women in 2012 ... Claressa Shields became the first American 
woman tciwin a'boxing goid medal at the.London Olympic games. She was the 
y'ourtges't Ori.her tearri ... and she went home to Flint, Michigan, a champion . 

. . . ~-. 
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ffe~t" antibiotics ... and where the most resistant bugs are hanging out. 
.{-·, . . . . 

We'll also find out how American food is feeding the world, and not just at Christmas 
time ... and get some advice from the NIH on surviving the holiday season. 

12/21/2012 25:00 1290 Every year on The Health' Show .we hear about new conditions and treatments that 
shape the world of health care and point it new directions. But with everything that's 
new. one thing re~ains constant: heart disease is going to kill a whole lot of us. 

On today's Health Show, we'll rerun a conversation we had last February with a pair of 
heart specialists who published a complete guide to heart health in 2012. 

We'll also welcome back our friend Judah Le~lang who found out about his own heart 
history this year. 

12/28/2012 25:00 1291 You meet the most interesting people doing a show on health every week. Some are 
brilliant, some are funny and some ... you just want to take home with you and introduce 
them to mom. On today's Health Show,.we'll visit one more time with some of the 
most interesting people we ran across this year . 

. We'll hear from a pair of brothers who both needed heart transplants, talk to a New 
York actress who turned a life altering accident into a one woman show ... and get some 
more words of wisdom about weight loss from our friend Sandy D. 
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DATE I TIME I SHOW# I TOPIC I 
10/3/2012 25:00 1150 From 1988 to 1993, DaniaMcKeller showed up on ABC TV each week as 

Winnie Cooper on The Wonder Years. After the show. left the air, she found a 
.. new passion: math. Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll hear from 

Dania about her forth math book for girls . 
. . 

We'll also meet a young man "'.ho composed, and published a crossword puzzle 
for the Sunday NY Times when he was only 17. 

And we'll spend an Academic Minute exploring an ancient Israeli mosaic floor. 

10/10/2012 25:00 1151 Over a century ago, a scientist set up one of the first microbiol?gy Jabs in the 
United States. Today, that lab is called·the National Institutes of Health. Today 
on The Best Of Our Knowledge, we '11 learn the history of the NIH on it's 125th 
birthday. 

We'll also listen in as students in Pennsylvania protest budget cuts to 
education ... and we'll talk to the author of a new children's book with Goldilocks 
and three dinosaurs. 

We'll also spend an Academic Minute with some Neanderthals trying to act 
smart. 

10/17/20l2 25:00 1152 Almost nobody thinks getting a college education is bad. The thing is, almost 
nobody can afford to pay the tuition without a little help. That brings us to the 
529 plans. Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll learn about the college 
savings plans that help famil~es save ·tax-free for college. · 

We'll also get tips from the NIH for ways to start healthy habits throughout the 
.. school year ... hear about a student in Myanmar who is trying to follow his 

passion for music ... and spend an Academic Minute trying to direct traffic in the 
sky. 

10/24/201,2 25:00 1153 If you developed a good relationship with a baby sitter or a pediatrician, would 
: 

you arbitrarily end that relationsnip each year and find a new one? Well, when 
you stop and think about it,'that's exactly what most schools with students and 
teachers. Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll talk to a veteran school 
teacher and administrator about his new book with a very self explanatory title: 
"Kids Need The Same Teacher For More Than One Year". 

We'll also spend an Academic Minute learning if paying attention in class is 
really all that important in the long run. 

10/31/2012 25:00 1154 If you are looking for clues to th~ way life on Earth began, you have to dig 
.. deep. I'm not talking about shovels and picks right now .. .I'm talking about 

studying the inner working~ of the basic molecules oflife: DNA and RNA. 
Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, our astro-biology series returns to Earth 
with an in depth look at these fundamental building blocks oflife ... and how little 
we actually know about them. 
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We'll also spend an Academic Minute on another evolutionary miracle: gecko 
feet.-

1lf7/2012 25:00 115 S y./ e hear a lot about the amount ,;>f debt ma11y students take on while attending 

., 
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. college. .But bow many of those s~hqols are making sure those students know 
how to deal with that debt ... or even understand it once they graduation? Today 
on Th~ Best Of Ow.Knowle~ge, ,we'll hear about one northeast school that now 
l_llandates c_ourses ,in ftri:incjal litefacy _for all their students. 

We'll alsp spend.an A,c!idemic Minute trying to find a little financial sense in the 
cost of health care in the US. 

-~ 156 ,; History is happening every.day. Some days may be more notable than others, 
bu!.we n~ver know when we wake.~p in the morning if today is.going to be a 
day that will be remembered foieyer. 50 years ago, there were 13 days in 
October that became some of the most tense in American history. Today on The 

. ' ... 

.. -
1157 

.. 

1.158 

. 

.1159 

.. 

.. ·, 

. . Best Of Our Knowledge,. we'll remember the Cuban Missile Crisis and hear how 

' 

'' 

the. hist?ry books remember_ ~pse d~ys. ' 

Then we'-11 bead to' Phil~delphia, ~here a group of students are working to make 
sclipp) safe for everyone? include LGBT students. 

Remember the story ofJohnny App1eseed ... the man who legend says roaming 
. the.country planting his seeds wherever he, went? Well, Jani~se Ray isn't 

, ro~m~'g" the country planting seeds; she's touring colleges·and univ~sities 
, t~\k;ing about the importance of.siiving'different varieties of seeds before they 

j1~e lo~t f.?rever. Today o~ '.Th,e_ l3e_st Of Our Knowledge, we'll hear from Janisse 
about the Seed Undergrounii . 

Then' w~ 'II visit a museum exhibit that features one of the most important 
dpcupiet?ts <?r"°the 19th cei:t~ry._ And we'U spend an Academic Minute trying to 
find' out if rbsistance really 'is futile .. · 

Nobody who has ever read Moby Dick is going to-wa1k away :thinking Captain 
Ahab° was a, welf adjusted. specimen .. And Ahab may have fewer issue's tiian 
some.of.Melville's.other characters. Now, English Lit students are trying to 
diagnose Just wliat the heck was ,going on with those classic ch'aracters. Today 

. (?n The Best Of Our Knowledge,. diagnosing literature. 
, : . 

The~ we'il hear ab6~t ~ number ofN]H grants to study autism, find out how· 
. Sa!He ¥ae ,c~~ heJp y9µ get r,h.e.m9~t bang f()r your coll~ge ,buck ... and spend an 
Aca_de~ic Mi~ute getting out t~e youth vote. 

During the presidential election season there was a .Jot of talk abo~t illegal 
· aliens .. Well, get ready ... we'.te·~bout to talk about aliens again ... but-the other 
Wnd, the ones from outer space. Tbday on The Best Of Our Knowledge, our 
astro-biology series returns with a· look at the search for extraterrestrial life, and 

I • ... ~ ~' • ~" • \ ,. 

what finding it might m_ean for our society. 

Then we'll spend ~1i°Academic Minute taking a look at a very different kind of 
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.. -· .~l_iefi spe_cies ... o~e that is alieady having· co~~equ~n~s here on Ea.!111, 

ll/lf/Z91l 25:90 1160 »ow fr.\;li is fr~if sp~\;l9h OQ. Am~r.iia'.s ~oll~g19.arnp:us!)s? Tb,~r~ a:r-e sowe 
schools that seriously restrict speech and expression and'.there are some that feel .. .. 
it's leading.to a less tolerant society. Todaj(on The Best Of Our Knowledge, · 

.. 
W!il'll hear from a frr&t amendmept'lawyer aboutthe $tate· offr!ile speeclf pn 
campus. 

W.e 'll ,1;1.1$0 .hear b<:>w the n.uml?er of w<:>me.n gr~d:t,t~tfng w.it.b scieni::e degrees is 
. leading to rise in the number of women in the lab. 

And we'll spend an Academic Minute finding out what they're looking at in 
those labs. 

12/18/2012 25:00 1161 The search for energy continues to be one of the driving forces of our economy 
and policy. Now, the University of Massachusetts is offering a doctoral program 
in wind pow.er to speed the development of this source of renewable power. 
Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll talk to a pair of professors at U-
MASS about the program. 

We'Jl als'? celebrate NaNoWriMo ... but first we'll tell you what it is. And we'll 
spend an academic minute sharing some shocking news about alcohol. Seems it 
affects your .interactions with strangers. 

12/26/2012 25:00 1162 We made it! The year is just about over, and it was a year with a lot of loud 
politics. But how many Americans really understand the system behind the 
politics? There has been a call for a greater emphasis on civics education in the 
US. We spoke about that earlier this year with an author who says the only way 
to bridge the education gap between the rich and inner .city schools is to realize 
that there is also a gap in those student's life experiences. Today on The Best Of 
Our Knowledge, why schools should say No Citizen Left Behind. 

We'll also find out why a group known for farm life and education is building 
robots ... and spend an academic minute figuring out why we remember some 
things better than others. 


